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What is cosmetic tattoo and what does it involve? 

Cosmetic tattooing is a semi-permanent cosmetic procedure. It

involves tattooing specialised pigments into the upper layers of

the skin using a manual blade or machine tattoo gun. 

FEATHER STROKE MICROBLADING 

Hair-like feather strokes using a microblading manual tool to

create a natural and soft style brow. Suitable for normal/dry and

young skin types. Will look like a real brow with no makeup when

healed.

COMBINATION

Combination of feather stroke microblading and machine shading

through the arch and tail for added definition and fullness. 

OMBRÈ POWDER 

Ombre or Powder style brows when healed looks like a soft tint to

the skin. Perfect for those with oily or thin skins or for those who

wear brow makeup often. This technique is machine shading only.

LIP BLUSH

Lip blush tattoo is designed to have a soft tint to the lips once

healed. Added definition to the border can help balance out lip

shape. This is a very comfortable procedure with minimal

downtime.  



There is no one shoe that fits all when it comes to
cosmetic tattooing. Each design is tailored individually to
you! Your face is unique to you and we want the most
natural and flattering result for your face shape and
colouring.

We use special brow rulers to determine by the exact mil
the shape and design of your new brows. We base the
start, arch and end points off your bone structure (nose
and eyes). This ensures that they will suit you.The
thickness and curve of the brow is then pencilled out for
your approval before beginning the procedure.

In regards to the colour of the brow pigment used we
always keep it safer the first procedure. We can always
add more, going darker at the 6 week touch up is always
the best option rather than ever risking going too dark.
During the beginning of your appointment we place 4
pigment colour choices on your forehead to check what
under tone your skin will throw (pink, olive or grey) and to
determine which colour will be best ensuring we are not
going too dark yet dark enough to allow for the 50%
fading to occur during the healing process.

Lip blush is a great way to add the illusion of a fuller lip.
We can not tattoo outside of your natural lip border as the
pigment will heal differently due to the different skin
textures and will look fused and not defined. Most
people’s lip border is uneven and by tattooing right to the
outer point we can add that definition needed which will
make the lips appear fuller.

There is a huge range of lip pigments available and we
can mix and match to create a custom shade. If you have
a favourite lipstick that you want to replicate bring that
along with you or a picture of your desired colour and we
can customised the perfect shade for you. Lips fade up to
60% during the healing process so a darker/brighter
colour is needed at the initial procedure. 

COLOUR &
SHAPE



PRE-
PROCEDURE 
& AFTERCARE 

The pre-procedure care and
aftercare is just as important as
the procedure itself.  Make sure
you understand the following
before making an appointment. 

PRE-PROCEDURE INFORMATION

Leading up to your procedure we recommend the following to ensure the best
possible results on the day.

• No waxing, threading or tinting your brows a minimum 2 weeks before
• No facials of any type 2 weeks before
• No Botox or fillers a minimum 2 weeks before
• Avoid the sun and no fake tan 7-10days before
• Blood thinning medication such as Asprin or Nurofen must be stopped 48 hours
before (doctors approval must be granted for prescription medication)
• No alcohol, coffee or exercise 24hours before
• No children or plus ones to your appointment due to strict skin penetration laws

AFTERCARE 

At the end of your procedure you will be given the full aftercare information in card
form and a goodie bag with all the products needed to look after your new
brows/lips. 

We recommend the following for 10 days after your procedure.

• No wetting your face under the water in the shower and no sub-merging under
water eg swimming, spas or saunas.
• No itchy and picking 
• No sweating including exercise 
• Avoid sunlight eg no beach, wear a hat when going for a walk
• No makeup in the brows (face is ok) 



1.
How long does cosmetic tattooing last?
Individual results will vary. Semi permanent makeup can last anywhere between 6-12months to 2-3years
depending on skin type and lifestyle. Following aftercare correctly is important to maintain as much retention
as possible. We recommend a refresh every 12-18months to boost colour. 

2.
Does cosmetic tattooing hurt?
Everyone's pain tolerance is different. Most clients feel none to only minimal discomfort. 
Upon booking you will receive a link to purchase your numbing cream from a compounding chemist which is
sent to the salon for application upon your arrival to your appointment. This numbing cream must be
purchased by you so it is legally in your name and medically prescribed to you and you only.

3.
Will I need a touch up?
Your cosmetic tattoo procedure is a two step process. A $100 perfection touch up at 6-8 weeks post
procedure is compulsory to perfect your eyebrow or lip tattoo procedure. Due to some pigment losing retention
or possible gaps forming after the healing process it is very important to see Jasmine around the 6 week mark
to correct any needed areas. Touch up's after 12 weeks (before 6months) from the first initial procedure will
have an extra cost involved.

4.
Is there risk of infection?
There is very minimal risk of infection due to very strict hygiene standards used in each procedure. Needles are
sterile and only used once. To prevent cross-contamination Jasmine wears sterile gloves and practices extreme
caution and disposable items. Strict aftercare instructions are given to the client at the end of the prodecure.

5.
Who is cosmetic tattooing not suitable for? 
Pregnant or breastfeeding women. Chemotherapy patients. Prone to keliod scarring. Diabetic type 1.
Dermatitas or eczma in the brows. Sunburnt or very sensitive skin. Keratosis. Must be over 18 years of age.
Please contact Jasmine for a full list or if you have any concerns or questions.

6.
What should I expect after the procedure?
Immediately after the treatment the brows will look dark and bold. Over the next 7-10 days they will go dark,
then begin the healing process of peeling and flaking. You may feel like you are losing pigment but it will return
approxmately 3-4 weeks later. They will become itcy as they heal. Jasmine will go through this in detail at the
end of your appointment.

7.
Is a deposit needed upon booking?
Yes. A $50 deposit is required at the time of your booking to secure appointment spot. Deposits are non-
refundable. The deposit can be transferred to a new date if appointment is rescheduled outside of the 48 hour
cancellation time frame before the original appointment. 

FAQ



CONSULTATION
- COMPLIMENTARY 

FEATHER STROKE
$450

COMBINATION
$480

OMBRÈ/POWDER
$500

LIP BLUSH
$500

SALINE TATTOO REMOVAL
$150

6 WEEK PERFECTION TOUCH UP
$100

9-12 MONTH REFRESHER
$250

12-18 MONTH REFRESHER 
$300

BROW TATTOO & LIP BLUSH
COMBO
$850

PRICING &
HOW TO
BOOK 

Bookings must be made online via the book
now link on our website below
www.cosmetiquehaus.com

A $50 non-refundable deposit is due upon
booking to secure appointment.



LET'S GET IN TOUCH

4.04/58 Highland Way,
Upper Coomera, 4209, QLD

admin@cosmetiquehaus.com
@cosmetiquehaus

WWW.COSMETIQUEHAUS.COM


